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Absolutely what should happen, 
bringing lots of different ages and interest groups together. 

(Audience member) 
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1.1.1.1. PROJECTPROJECTPROJECTPROJECT    SUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARYSUMMARY    

A Way with Words was the second phase of Cheltenham Festivals’ three-year community 

project in Cheltenham West. It was a cross-arts, multi-generational project with a focus 

on gathering and sharing local people’s stories, reminiscences and opinions. The material 

gathered was then re-interpreted and shared in a public performance as part of 

Cheltenham Literature Festival 2016, using different performance media. See Appendix 3. 

A Way with Words offered people from across Cheltenham West the opportunity to get 

involved as Story Collectors, Story Providers and Story Tellers; and also to engage with 

Creative Practitioners specialising in a variety of performing arts. The project resulted in 

engaging 565565565565 participants and audiences of more than 500500500500! 

‘I loved the cross-section of people involved and the process of gathering material, 

words, stories etc.’ (Local participant) 

The focus on stories, the format, and the aims and intended outcomes of the project, 

came out of consultation with local groups and individuals, as well as local councillors, 

community organisers and church leaders. Common themes cropped up in all these 

conversations:  low aspirations and limited opportunities, particularly amongst young 

people; and a lack of engagement with cultural activities in town that local residents often 

perceive as ‘not for them’. (See Appendix 1 for further details) 

Who we consultedWho we consultedWho we consultedWho we consulted    
Axiom Arts in Hesters Way 
Community Organisers representing Hesters Way and Rowanfield 
Cheltenham Borough Homes 
Gloucestershire College 
Gloucestershire Young Carers 
Hesters Way Library; Hesters Way Neighbourhood Project; Hesters Way Partnership 
Local councillors – Cheltenham Borough and Gloucestershire County 
Local primary and secondary schools 
Revd Philip Smith – St Aidan and St Silas Churches 
The Aston Project 
The Living Room 

 
The way stories would be gathered and shared in A Way with Words demonstrated the 

potential to bring people together, both within local communities and by bridging the gap 

between local residents and ‘traditional’ Cheltenham Festival audiences. Stories are a 

powerful form of communication. From universal truths to individual experiences, they 

can consolidate or change perspectives. Stories connect us to others, enabling us to 

understand ourselves and others better.  

Our regular Story Collectors, six local people, were attracted by the opportunity to 

present the area in a positive light, as well as for meaningful and sustained interaction 

between the area and Cheltenham Festivals. The Story Providers, both groups and 

individuals, were motivated by many of the same factors.  

Please read on to find out what happened and the impact A Way with Words has had. 
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2.2.2.2. WHAT DID WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE?WHAT DID WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE?WHAT DID WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE?WHAT DID WE HOPE TO ACHIEVE?    

Overall project aimOverall project aimOverall project aimOverall project aim    
To contribute to community cohesion and wellbeing in Hesters Way by bringing different 

groups together. 

‘It was simply brilliant. So joyful and meaningful to our local community.’ (Audience 

member) 

Project outputsProject outputsProject outputsProject outputs    
• A training session for the Story Collectors 
• 39 story collection sessions involving at least 150 people 
• Pop-up performances in town and in Hesters Way 
• A performance of A Way With Words, alongside an interactive exhibition in 

Cheltenham’s central library during the 2016 Cheltenham Literature Festival 
• Film footage of the performance 
• Potential new members for Cheltenham Festivals’ Young People’s Advisory Group  
• Free/reduced ticket offers 

 
ProjProjProjProjeeeect outcomesct outcomesct outcomesct outcomes    
Intended outcomesIntended outcomesIntended outcomesIntended outcomes    Were they achieved?Were they achieved?Were they achieved?Were they achieved?    

• Increased confidence and wellbeing 
amongst participants 

80% of respondents reported that the 
experience had impacted positively on their 
confidence or wellbeing. 

• Skills development/acquisition or 
learning something new 

75% of respondents reported having 
developed or learned something new 

• Enhanced sense of cohesion and 
wellbeing amongst different groups 
and communities within Hesters Way 

‘It makes everyone feel part of the 
community.’ (Participant) 
‘Great to see all ages of the community 
performing together.’ (Audience) 
All the groups and individuals that took part 
enjoyed finding out more about their local 
area through being part of the project.  

• Participants value arts and culture more 
highly, and want to interact more with  
Cheltenham Festivals and other arts 
and cultural organisations and activities 
locally  

82% of respondents indicated a greater 
likelihood of engaging with arts and culture 
and Cheltenham Festivals than before. 

• Change residents’ and non-residents’ 
perceptions of Hesters Way 

‘A happy way of bringing people together 
and making people aware of the locality.’ 
(Audience) 
‘Hesters Way is often considered a cultural 
desert. But there is a great deal of local 
culture which has few chances to express 
itself. This was one such.’ (Participant) 

• New networks and relationships are 
formed, amongst community groups as 
well as between them and the project 
participants and organisations, that 
endure beyond the end of the project 

’I had no idea some of the other activities 
existed.’ (Audience) 
‘Lots of people wanted to know more 
about us, and when we practise.’ 
(Participant – the Roomers) 
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3.3.3.3. MONITORING AND EVALUATION MONITORING AND EVALUATION MONITORING AND EVALUATION MONITORING AND EVALUATION     

We used a combination of face-to-face interviews with paper and online forms to 

monitor participants, performers and audience members. 

100% of respondents100% of respondents100% of respondents100% of respondents    agreeagreeagreeagreedddd    thatthatthatthat    it is a good idea to have events like it is a good idea to have events like it is a good idea to have events like it is a good idea to have events like A Way with A Way with A Way with A Way with 

WordsWordsWordsWords    taking place in the communitytaking place in the communitytaking place in the communitytaking place in the community    and involving local peopleand involving local peopleand involving local peopleand involving local people....        

‘Besides the obvious idea of bringing people together, it’s a great way of communicating 

the past as well as informing about the present. Most importantly, I think it is the process 

of getting people together, and that must continue.’ 

‘It was great to hear the real verbatim words of people and see people from all ages and 

communities working together.’ 

‘Hester’s Way needs more things like this and it is good to see the Literature Festival 

moving an event to a less prestigious part of Cheltenham.’ 

‘I have lived in the Hester’s Way area a while without knowing much about it. An event like 

this showcases the environment and it can create incentive to turn the place round – it’s 

brilliant.’ 

‘Events like this are absolutely necessary. Perhaps more so in communities that may have 

a collective low esteem.’ 

‘Events like this involve the local community in many ways and bring people together.’ 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Audience members enjoying the performance. 
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What did they think of the project and What did they think of the project and What did they think of the project and What did they think of the project and the the the the performance?performance?performance?performance?    
 
‘It was simply brilliant. So joyful and meaningful to our local community.’ 

‘I loved the cross-section of people involved and the process of gathering material, 

words, stories etc.’ 

 

‘It made me smile with a bitter-sweet feeling. Melancholy and the feeling of what the 

community was and what it will be was very well presented.’ 

‘Hesters Way is often considered a cultural desert. But there is a great deal of local culture 

which has few chances to express itself. This was one such.’ 

‘The Knit and Natter section was very enjoyable - I didn't realise you could go somewhere 

and do that.’ 

‘I really liked the range of participants, and that all ages were included.’  

‘A great dramatic event using professional skills & many wonderful volunteers. A model 

performance of which all participants should be rightly proud. Well done!’ 

‘I didn’t expect the breadth of the project, the extent of community engagement, and the 
sheer creativity and imagination that went into it – to say nothing of the hard work that 
must have been involved. Above all there was lots of fun.’ (Ex-Borough Councillor John 
Rawson, St Peter’s) 
 
‘I really enjoyed the performance. It was great to see the involvement of the community 
in the project. It became obvious how much work must have gone in to collating the 
stories to put the performance together, and this would have only been possible with the 
buy in of Hesters Way residents and community groups. I look forward to hearing about 
future projects.’ (Adam Withers, Operations Consultant, Zurich) 

Teaching 

Assistant Mr 

Lloyd helps to 

make knitted 

props for the 

performance at 

a community 

engagement 

workshop in 

September. 

(Kidzone After-

School Club, 

Christ Church 

Primary School) 
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All Saints’ Academy students supporting the Roomers at the performance 

 
 
What about their own confidence and wellbeing? What about their own confidence and wellbeing? What about their own confidence and wellbeing? What about their own confidence and wellbeing? Why did they want to participate? Why did they want to participate? Why did they want to participate? Why did they want to participate? 
80% reported a positive impact80% reported a positive impact80% reported a positive impact80% reported a positive impact    

    
‘I can be sad, angry, upset, but when I start to sing with others my mood is transformed to 

energetic exuberance. How strange the power of song. Also, compared with our 

performance at the Music Festival in 2015, our confidence levels have increased 

significantly.’  

‘My personal confidence was enhanced through having done something with/for 

Cheltenham Festivals - a very prestigious organisation in the town.’ 

‘F doesn't often join in, but really enjoyed taking part in this.’ 

 ‘It strengthened relationships and the feeling of belonging.’ 

‘I enjoy what our group does, and it was nice for others to see what we do.’ 

‘Now I am more confident.’ 

 

Why did the audienceWhy did the audienceWhy did the audienceWhy did the audience    come to see the performancecome to see the performancecome to see the performancecome to see the performance, and what did they think of it, and what did they think of it, and what did they think of it, and what did they think of it???? 
 
Comments and postcode data tell us that the audience was made up largely of local 
people (75%), some of whom had taken part in the story collecting and telling process, 
and others who had heard about it and were curious. 

 
‘To be honest, I didn’t have a lot of choice!! I came to support my wife [in the Aerobics 

flashmob group], but was very glad I did!’  
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‘I was very interested to see how the ideas that Malcolm and Pip [Cheltenham Festivals] 

discussed with me [funder, Zurich Community Trust] in 2015 came into reality.’ 

‘A friend of the community told us last minute.’ 

‘To support a Festivals event that was breaking new ground.’ 

‘It sounded good, something for our neighbourhood.’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

‘It was brilliant from start to finish. Great use of every setting, indoors and out.’  

‘Because I made stuff for it.’  ‘Because I made poems.’ 

The Hesters 

Way Library 

Knit and 

Natter Group 

join the 

performance 

Bunty Porter’s 

story in the 

Age UK shop 

window 
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What about the Creative team? What did they thinkWhat about the Creative team? What did they thinkWhat about the Creative team? What did they thinkWhat about the Creative team? What did they think    of it allof it allof it allof it all????    
    
Emma WilliamsEmma WilliamsEmma WilliamsEmma Williams    ----    DirectorDirectorDirectorDirector    

It was a joy to Direct and work on A Way with Words.  As my preconceived ideas of the 

place and people dissolved I discovered the warmth, heart and humour within Hesters 

Way. I worked alongside people who had decided that the way to enrich their lives was to 

get together and knit, or sing, or walk, or dance. Through the performance we were able 

to celebrate this warm sense of community but also we could dig deeper and through 

verbatim poetry reveal individual stories and experiences. By performing in and around 

the buildings at the very heart of the area all the participants created a wonderful, vibrant 

and authentic event that was both moving and fun. Though my singing and dancing have 

not improved I am now an avid knitter and know exactly where to go when I get stuck or 

need a bit of a natter. 

 

Katy CostiganKaty CostiganKaty CostiganKaty Costigan    ----    Practitioner, Performer, Practitioner, Performer, Practitioner, Performer, Practitioner, Performer, Interactive Exhibition DInteractive Exhibition DInteractive Exhibition DInteractive Exhibition Designesignesignesign    

It has been an amazing opportunity to get to know the community groups at the heart of 

the project and to work with a wonderful artistic team. The stories from people in this 

area of Cheltenham were a rich source of material and it was important that their voices 

were celebrated as part of Cheltenham Literature Festival. 

 

Hannah MooreHannah MooreHannah MooreHannah Moore    ----    ChoreographerChoreographerChoreographerChoreographer    

Working on A Way with Words was a really valuable experience for me.  

I loved working with the All Saints’ Academy drama club. The students were receptive, 

creative, energetic, enthusiastic and inspiring. Their thirst for learning and gaining 

experience was huge and they brought an energy and quality to the final piece that was 

really exciting to watch. I found the whole process with the drama club, from meeting 

them, rehearsing with them and then performing with them to be inspiring because they 

were so clearly passionate about expressing themselves creatively; they embraced the 

point of the project straightaway and gave it their all, and they brought together the 

different generations of community performers and demonstrated the best of 

intergenerational collaboration.  

I was really delighted to hear from their drama teacher that many of the students 

involved, who can be low in confidence at school, had really come out of their shells 

during this project and were being bigger and bolder not only within the drama club but 

also in lessons and with their peers. 

A Way with Words demonstrated to me the value of bringing together different 

community groups – many people said they hadn’t known about the other groups until 

the show and were glad to know that there were other groups out there that they could 

join to get to know people and to pursue their personal interests in a supportive setting. 
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4.4.4.4. UNEXPECTED DIFFICULTIESUNEXPECTED DIFFICULTIESUNEXPECTED DIFFICULTIESUNEXPECTED DIFFICULTIES    AND HOW WE ADAPTEDAND HOW WE ADAPTEDAND HOW WE ADAPTEDAND HOW WE ADAPTED    

It is inevitable that a project like this will encounter some trip hazards along the way. 

Although they cannot be planned for, unforeseen events and unexpected challenges at 

various levels of complexity are to be expected, and A Way with Words was no exception. 

The unexpected difficulties we faced included recruiting Story Collectors aged 16-24, 
and the impact of Brexit on the local Polish community. More details can be found in 
Appendix 5. 
 
One example of how we adapted: 

From our consultation engagement and other project work we had good connections 

with young people through the likes of County Community Projects, All Saints Academy 

and Gloucestershire Young Carers. Although significant initial interest was expressed, we 

did not manage to recruit from these groups. However we then made contact with 

Gloucestershire College that is strongly invested in the local area. The Student 

Experiences Manager jumped at the chance to include the opportunity for students to 

volunteer to be Story Collectors. Twelve students signed up; nine attended the training 

session; and six students went out into the community as Story Collectors.  

 

5.5.5.5. FUTURE ACTIVITY/NEXT STEPSFUTURE ACTIVITY/NEXT STEPSFUTURE ACTIVITY/NEXT STEPSFUTURE ACTIVITY/NEXT STEPS    

Groups and individuals that have taken part in Going for a Song and A Way with Words are 

already asking ’what next?’ It is important to keep that momentum going, and to ensure 

that they are involved in the project development and delivery of phase three. 

We are already thinking of a co-produced community opera, making use of the strong 

partnerships we have built up, and the rich and extensive material already gathered  

Expected next steps are: 

• Further conversations with A Way with Words participants and those we consulted 
• Research and an audit of other organisations that have delivered community operas 
• Consulting those organisations that we are most interested in learning from 
• A fundraising plan 

 
We will also be sharing this evaluation report and our project film with a range of 

stakeholders: 

• Hesters Way Community Groups 
• Local voluntary sector via the Gloucestershire VCS (Voluntary and Community Sector) 

Alliance’s e-newsletter    
• A Way with Words    creative team 
• Funders of A Way with Words        
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Appendix 1Appendix 1Appendix 1Appendix 1    

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXTBACKGROUND AND CONTEXTBACKGROUND AND CONTEXTBACKGROUND AND CONTEXT    

There are three wards, two of them in Cheltenham West, where levels of deprivation are 

such that they fall within the top 10% most deprived neighbourhoods in England. 

Cheltenham’s well-to-do appearance and genteel reputation effectively masks this. 

Cheltenham West is home to some 15,500 (14%) of the town’s population, and has the 

highest concentration of social housing in Gloucestershire. Originally farms and orchards, 

the area saw concentrated development in the 1950s and 60s, with hundreds of houses 

built to accommodate the town’s growing working population. Changes over the next 30 

years such as owner-occupation, the type of housing stock, and subsequent housing 

allocation, resulted in a concentration of relative poverty in this area and a marked 

contrast with the rest of Cheltenham.  

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHELTENHAMCHELTENHAMCHELTENHAMCHELTENHAM    
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Although Cheltenham West is made up of a number of distinct neighbourhoods (Hesters 

Way, Fiddlers Green, St. Marks, St Peters, Rowanfield, Arle, Cavendish Park, and 

Springbank), the name Hesters Way is often used as a catch-all for much of the area.  

Like many similar neighbourhoods across the country which have become defined by 

different social measures, concerted efforts are being made to tackle social exclusion 

issues, and to relieve poverty, ill health and disadvantage through advocacy, education, 

personal development, self-help and active community projects. These initiatives, 

increasingly run by local people, aim to empower as many local residents as possible to 

improve their community and quality of life by encouraging them to identify what is 

missing or not working, to decide what they need, and to make it happen by recognising 

and using their own assets. 

The adoption of this practice (Asset-Based Community Development - ABCD) in some 

neighbourhoods in Hesters Way has produced some very positive outcomes. It was key to 

the success of phase one of our project (Going for a Song) which, following in-depth 

consultation reflecting limited opportunities and low aspirations, focused on a local 

primary school and a newly-established community hub. Having identified the need for a 

community hub, local residents, supported by Community Organisers, transformed an 

unused space into The Living Room. Despite no singing experience whatsoever, and 

some initial ambivalence, the group that meets there on Friday afternoons embraced the 

opportunity to take part in Going for a Song, and the results were inspirational. The 

transformative impacts of the project continue to this day. http://cheltenhamfestivals-

assets.s3.amazonaws.com/assets/File/9058.pdf 

One of the outcomes was the increased number of contacts we made across the 

community; these relationships were pivotal when planning and shaping A Way with 

Words because of the opportunities to further engage with local groups and individuals. 

CHELTENHAMCHELTENHAMCHELTENHAMCHELTENHAM    WESTWESTWESTWEST    
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Appendix 2Appendix 2Appendix 2Appendix 2    

PROJECT TIMELINEPROJECT TIMELINEPROJECT TIMELINEPROJECT TIMELINE    AND CREATIVE TEAMAND CREATIVE TEAMAND CREATIVE TEAMAND CREATIVE TEAM    

DATE ACTIVITY NOTES 

Nov 2015 
A Way with Words producer 
appointed. 

Sarah Blowers is Director of Strike a 
Light Festival in Gloucester. 

Dec 2015 – 
Jan 2016 

Creative Practitioner advertising and 
shortlisting. 

80+ applications; 
12 shortlisted 
3 positions available 

Jan 2016 

Creative Practitioner interviews and 
appointment. 
Interviews were held at All Saints’ 
Academy in Springbank, and 15 
pupils in years 9-12 were involved in 
the process (taking part in the ice-
breaker activity led by each 
interviewee, and feeding back). 

5 practitioners were appointed in 
the end: 3 as per the original brief of 
15 days, and 2 for 10 days. The field 
was very strong, and it was clear the 
additional candidates would add 
great value to the project.  

Marketing plan produced. Agreed by CF Marketing Team. 

Jan – Feb 
2016 

Promotional poster and flyers 
produced aimed at recruiting Story 
Collectors, Providers and Performers. 

Posted in the Library and Resource 
Centres in Hesters Way and 
Springbank; posted digitally on 
partner websites; also printed in 
Viewpoint magazine, which has a 
minimum print run of 5,500 and is 
distributed in schools, door-to-
door, community venues and local 
outlets in Cheltenham West. 

Feb 2016 

Full-day creative planning meeting 
with all practitioners, led by project 
manager Philippa Claridge and 
producer Sarah Blowers. 
Springbank Resource Centre 

The meeting focused on the 
rationale, aims and context for the 
project; Practitioner roles; and Story 
Collector training and collection 
sessions. 

16th March 
2016 

Story Collector training session at 
Springbank Resource Centre. 

Six attendees 
Trainer: Karen Hayes 

28th March 
Story Collector recruitment at All 
Saints’ Academy. 

See Appendix 4 

March – 
July 2016 

Story Collection sessions. See Appendix 3 

27th May 
2016 

Full-day creative planning meeting 
for the creative team. 

Held at Cheltenham Art Office. 

31st May 
2016 

2 pop-up performances for 
Cheltenham Jazz Festival. 

Performance poetry by Jonny 
Fluffypunk. 

16th July 
2016 

20 Story Tellers visit Cheltenham 
Music Festival for the first time. 

Free tickets. 

August – 
Sept 2016 

Additional community engagement 
workshops. 

Workshop focus: making props for 
the performance, and gathering 
anecdotes for pop-up poetry 
performances to celebrate the 
opening of a new community space. 

13th Aug 
2016 

Pop-up performances in Hesters 
Way. 

Performance poetry and singing to 
celebrate the official opening of 
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new community space Create on 
the Square in Hesters Way. 

Sept 2016 
Promotional flyer for the 
performance designed and printed. 

750 printed; distributed to all project 
partners and performance venues in 
Cheltenham West. 

Sept – Oct 
2016 

Rehearsals with performers.  
Regular project update and planning 
meetings. 

 

30th Sept 
2016 

Emergency meeting with Polish 
contact, and eleventh hour change 
to a key scene in the performance. 

 

6th Oct 
2016 

Interactive exhibitions installed. 
In Create on the Square and in 
Cheltenham’s central library. 

8th Oct 
2016 

Performance in Hesters Way. 
Performed three times in order to 
maximise audience numbers. 
£/free; all tickets taken up. 

Oct 2016 
Evaluation and feedback from 
participants, performers and 
audience collected and collated. 

 

3rd Nov 
2016 

Reflection/evaluation session with 
creative team. 

 

 

 
Creative teamCreative teamCreative teamCreative team    
• Project Manager - Philippa Claridge 
• Producer - Sarah Blowers 
• Artistic Director - Emma Williams 
• Story Collector and writer - Karen Hayes 
• Practitioner, performer,  and installation design - Katy Costigan 
• Practitioner and performer - Jonny Fluffypunk 
• Performer – Vic Llewellyn 
• Choreographer - Hannah Moore 
• Community engagement - Amy Freeman 

 

THE NUMBERSTHE NUMBERSTHE NUMBERSTHE NUMBERS 

PartiPartiPartiParticipating community groupscipating community groupscipating community groupscipating community groups    26    

*Some groups and individuals took 
part in more than one activity; for 
example the Knit and Natter group 
were both Story Providers and 
Tellers. The total number of 
participants also includes others 
such as the Creative Team. 
 

Story CollectorsStory CollectorsStory CollectorsStory Collectors    13 

Story collection sessionsStory collection sessionsStory collection sessionsStory collection sessions    39 

Story ProvidersStory ProvidersStory ProvidersStory Providers    403 

Story Tellers (performers)Story Tellers (performers)Story Tellers (performers)Story Tellers (performers)    40 

Total participantsTotal participantsTotal participantsTotal participants 565* 

PerformancesPerformancesPerformancesPerformances    3 

Audience for performances and Audience for performances and Audience for performances and Audience for performances and 
interactive exhibitioninteractive exhibitioninteractive exhibitioninteractive exhibition    

500 
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Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3    

STORY COLLECTION SESSIONSSTORY COLLECTION SESSIONSSTORY COLLECTION SESSIONSSTORY COLLECTION SESSIONS 

Training Training Training Training SessionSessionSessionSession    16 March16 March16 March16 March    
POPPs POPPs POPPs POPPs ––––    Playtime for Older People ProjectPlaytime for Older People ProjectPlaytime for Older People ProjectPlaytime for Older People Project        

Springbank 
Community Resource 
Centre 

Alternate 
Wednesdays 
2 - 4pm 

30 March; 13 and 27 April; 
18 May 

Approx 40 people each 
time 
The May visit included 
a presentation from 
Meurig Bowen 
(Director of 
Cheltenham Music 
Festival) about the 
Festival, including an 
invitation to a concert, 
free of charge. 

Library ClubLibrary ClubLibrary ClubLibrary Club        

Hesters Way Library 
Monthly, 
Wednesdays 
10.15am – 12pm 

6 April; 4 May 10 people each time 

Hesters Way AfterHesters Way AfterHesters Way AfterHesters Way After----School ClubSchool ClubSchool ClubSchool Club        

Oasis Centre 
 

Tuesdays term 
time 
3.30 – 4.30pm 

17 and 24 May 

12 children aged 7 – 11 
each time 
The children also 
became Story 
Collectors during the 
May half term holiday 

Knit and Natter GroupKnit and Natter GroupKnit and Natter GroupKnit and Natter Group        

Hesters Way Library 
Tuesdays 
2 – 4pm 

10 May 
September - October 

9 members 
Rehearsals 

Monkscroft Care CentreMonkscroft Care CentreMonkscroft Care CentreMonkscroft Care Centre        

Meeting with residents 
10.45am – 
12.30pm 

24 May 
3 residents plus 3 
members of staff 

Polish TARA (Tenants and Residents’ Association)Polish TARA (Tenants and Residents’ Association)Polish TARA (Tenants and Residents’ Association)Polish TARA (Tenants and Residents’ Association)        
Hesters Way Resource 
Centre 

5.30 – 7.30pm 
All day 

24 May 
12 July 

25 
16 

Oasis Oasis Oasis Oasis Ability HubAbility HubAbility HubAbility Hub        

Oasis Centre 
Wednesdays 
1.30 – 4pm 

11 and 25 May 15 people 

The Living RoomThe Living RoomThe Living RoomThe Living Room        

Rowanfield Exchange Fridays 
13 and 27 May 
September - October 

8 people 
Rehearsals 

Cheltenham Health WalksCheltenham Health WalksCheltenham Health WalksCheltenham Health Walks        
Leave from: 
JT’s café, Hesters Way 
Resource Centre 

Tuesdays 
10.30am 

10 May 25 people 

JT’s CaféJT’s CaféJT’s CaféJT’s Café        
Hester’s Way Resource 
Centre 

Morning 3 visits in March and May 6-8 people each time 

Gloucestershire CollegeGloucestershire CollegeGloucestershire CollegeGloucestershire College    
Through the Student Experience Manager at the College, eleven year 12 students signed up to 
become Story Collectors for the day on 13th June; eight attended the training session, and six took 
part. They spent the day, in pairs, roaming the area and talking to the people they encountered – in 
parks, newsagents, bookmakers, and pubs. 
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Appendix 4 STORY COAppendix 4 STORY COAppendix 4 STORY COAppendix 4 STORY COLLECTION CASE STUDIESLLECTION CASE STUDIESLLECTION CASE STUDIESLLECTION CASE STUDIES    

Our regular Story Collectors, six local people, were attracted by the opportunity to 

present the area in a positive light, as well as for meaningful and sustained interaction 

between the area and Cheltenham Festivals. The Story Providers, both groups and 

individuals, were motivated by much the same factors. 

The Story Tellers, who ranged in age from 8 to 98, provided a rich, vibrant and extensive 

collection of material. Whether reminiscing about changes and developments (good and 

bad) in their area, or relating brutally honest anecdotes that could not be repeated 

(because of local sensitivities), the sense of loyalty to the area and the importance of local 

networks became increasingly clear. Also evident was the importance of the mutual 

support individuals found in their group, whatever their age, background or physical 

ability; this theme of wellbeing was evident throughout the project. 

 

Oasis Ability HubOasis Ability HubOasis Ability HubOasis Ability Hub    

One of the many examples of this was the Oasis Ability Hub. This group provides a 

support network for people of all ages with mobility issues or face other access-related 

challenges, and used to be called the Disability Hub. A simple name change does not alter 

the nature and makeup of the group, but sends a very different message about their 

vitality and outlook and, most importantly, says ‘welcome’.  

 

Hesters Way AfterHesters Way AfterHesters Way AfterHesters Way After----SSSSchool Clubchool Clubchool Clubchool Club    

Some groups were content to provide stories, whilst others played additional roles. The 

Hesters Way After-School Club both contributed stories, and also took on the role of 

Story Collectors in the May half term school holiday. One of the young pupils discovered 

a real talent for poetry in the process. 

 

The Living RoomThe Living RoomThe Living RoomThe Living Room    

The Living Room group in Rowanfield jumped on board with great enthusiasm, having 

had such a positive experience in phase one. For A Way with Words they contributed as 

Providers and also played a key role in the performance, being the culminating scene in 

the performance. Working with them again has been particularly interesting and 

rewarding as we have been witness to the very real and positive effects of Asset-Based 

Community Development. Volunteers from the local community now run the centre, 

with Community Organisers on hand to offer guidance/support if needed, and decisions 

are made by the volunteers for the benefit of all the centre users. For the group that took 

part in both phases, singing together has become such an important activity that the 

Community Organiser, who no longer has to attend, rarely misses the Friday group 

because she enjoys it and has benefited from it so much. They have continued to write 

their own songs, and now have a name – The Roomers (have you heard of them?!). 
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Appendix Appendix Appendix Appendix 5555    
UNEXPECTED DUNEXPECTED DUNEXPECTED DUNEXPECTED DIFFICULTIESIFFICULTIESIFFICULTIESIFFICULTIES    
    
Engaging young people as Story CollectorsEngaging young people as Story CollectorsEngaging young people as Story CollectorsEngaging young people as Story Collectors    

Despite initial interest, some young people from CCP (County Community Projects) were 

unable to commit to the training session due to the challenges they face in their day-to-

day lives.  Similarly, the support of senior management at All Saints’ Academy alongside a 

recruitment campaign there did not result in any Story Collectors. On the positive side, 

however, there was a lot of interest in the opportunities to contribute stories to the 

interactive exhibition and to join the performance as Story Tellers, both of which 

translated into active participation. 

We then engaged with Gloucestershire College that is situated in the heart of Hesters 

Way, adjacent to the Hesters Way Resource Centre. The College is strongly invested in the 

local area, and students are encouraged to get involved in activities that will support local 

communities. The Student Experiences Manager jumped at the chance to include the 

opportunity for students to volunteer to be Story Collectors. Twelve students signed up; 

nine attended the training session; and six students went out into the community as Story 

Collectors. Philippa Claridge, Project Manager, had talked them through the format and 

aims of the project, and the process of story collecting, including some role-play 

activities. Proactive and industrious, the brave six then split into pairs and went off into the 

local area for a couple of hours.  

Between them, they interacted with 20 individuals, gathered some interesting anecdotes, 

and grew in confidence as a result: ‘I also wanted to thank you all for such a great 

experience. I really appreciate this.’ (Laura) 

In addition to enjoying the experience, all of them were very keen to find out more about 

Cheltenham Festivals, and the opportunities to get involved. One of them wants to work 

in journalism, another is a budding poet, so they now know about volunteering 

opportunities at the Literature Festival; a musician who plays in a band is now aware of all 

the application process for a slot in the Festivals’ Around Town fringe events. 

Polish TARA (Tenants’ and Residents’ Association)Polish TARA (Tenants’ and Residents’ Association)Polish TARA (Tenants’ and Residents’ Association)Polish TARA (Tenants’ and Residents’ Association) 

One of the groups that we established a strong bond with was Polish TARA (Tenants And 

Residents Association) in Hesters Way. 

During phase one the Going for a Song singers had performed to residents at Monkscroft 

Care Centre, and the Activities Coordinator there, Ewa Cwiklak, was keen to continue and 

develop the relationship with us.  

Ewa arranged for lead Story Collector Karen Hayes to meet three Monkscroft residents 

who the management felt would best cope with and contribute to a story collection 

session. The sessions were fruitful and enlightening in equal measure - so much so that 

the story of 96 year-old Bunty Porter became the core material for Scene 2 of the final 

performance in the Age UK shop window. 
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Ewa also put Philippa Claridge in touch with Beata Szadkowska, chair of Polish TARA. 

Beata was interested in exploring the potential for the Polish community to be involved in 

A Way with Words, and she organised an evening for Philippa, Karen and members of 

Polish TARA at Hesters Way Resource Centre on 24th May. 

Some 25 Polish residents attended, representing a wide cross section of the community. 

Attendees ranged in age from 2-65 years old, and were a mixture of long- and medium-

term residents with some more recent arrivals. Without exception they all related only 

positive experiences of living, working and studying in Cheltenham West, notwithstanding 

the emotional wrench of leaving their homes and moving to England. The evening was 

jam-packed with positive and moving contributions. They shared their experiences of 

living and working in the area, and it was evident that they all felt well integrated. They 

liked their neighbourhoods; they were all proud of working hard and not relying on 

benefits; and they spoke with warmth about their interactions with their English 

neighbours and colleagues. 

They were unanimous in their desire to share their stories through the project, and 16 of 

them took up Karen’s offer of a longer one-to-one conversation in early July. 

When Karen returned a few weeks later, post-Brexit, the atmosphere was a little less 

settled, but the group was still keen to go ahead. The conversations produced a wealth of 

material, including a set of poems that we planned to display alongside portrait 

photographs of each contributor, taken by a professional photographer in the group.  

Sadly, after an unpleasant racist incident in September, which shook the community to 

the core, the group collectively withdrew from the project with a week to go before the 

performance. Philippa and Sarah Blowers spoke at some length with Beata to explore the 

potential to salvage the situation, but it was clearly not going to be possible. The group 

was feeling vulnerable, confused and isolated, and did not want to participate in anything 

that might attract negative attention. 

This left us with the challenge of what to replace that element of the performance with. 

Katy Costigan’s school workshops had produced an abundance of stories and pictures for 

the interactive exhibition in Cheltenham’s main library, and she agreed to create an 

additional interactive show for Create on the Square featuring the drawings by pupils at St 

Thomas More Primary School, and the poems from All Saints’ Academy and the Oasis 

Ability Hub. As well as a display of poems and stories, Katy created a refreshingly 

interactive slideshow, including elements where individual items within a drawing moved 

in response to the movements of the person standing in front of the projector. With light 

refreshments provided, this became a welcome opportunity for the audience to rest and 

reflect before moving on for the final scenes of the show. 
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